SMARTPHONE MOUNT

the supplied cleaning swab or a similar
cloth soaked with an appropriate solvent to
clean the surface.

The Rowing in Motion Smartphone Mount is
designed
to
optimally
attach
your
smartphone to a rowing shell by ensuring it
stays in a fixed position and dampening
vibrations that affect the quality of
measurement.

⚠ The adhesive used on the supplied Dual

This mount supports two modes of
operation and is easily portable between
boats:

To mount your smartphone or smartphonecase onto the faceplate of the bracket you
will need to stick the 4 small pads in the
appropriate position on your smartphone.
We
recommend
you
position
your
smartphone(-case) to align with the
bottom edge of the faceplate so that it
doesn’t touch the boat when you mount the
bracket on the deck (see section 4).

-

mounting on a wing rigger using the
supplied self-locking Velcro straps
mounting on a straight surface using
3M Dual Lock adhesive pad

Lock requires 24 hours to cure to maximum
strength. Don’t get it wet until it is fully
cured.

2. Preparing your Smartphone

Then “click” the supplied dual lock tapes
into their counterparts on the face plate
and ensure the wave-pattern of the pins
matches. Do a “dry-run” to find the right
position on your smartphone(-case). Clean
the surface using the supplied cleaning
swab and remove the protective tape from
the
pads.
Carefully
position
your
smartphone(-case) in its final position and
gently press it down into the dual lock pads.
Hold it down for at least 30 seconds and
leave it on the face-plate for at least 10
minutes to give the adhesive a chance to
cure. Then remove the smartphone(-case)
from the faceplate using a peeling
motion. Apply gentle pressure to each pad
with your fingertip to ensure they are fully
bonded.

smartphone, unless the phone is rated
waterproof by the manufacturer. We do not
accept any liability for possible waterdamage to your phone.

⚠ When removing your smartphone do not pull
straightly on it as this will put a lot of force on the
dual lock pads and the smartphone. Use a careful
peeling motion instead to detach the smartphone
safely.

1. Getting Started

3. Mounting on a Wing Rigger

To get started, you need to apply the
supplied 3M Dual Lock synthetic Velcro
pads to your smartphone(-case) and the
boat (for deck mount only).

To mount the bracket on a wing rigger use
the supplied detachable Velcro straps as
shown in figure 1. Hold the bracket on the
face of your wing rigger so that both foam
paddings on the inner side of the bracket
contact the rigger. Wrap one strap around
the rigger and thread it back through the
eyelet. Repeat this with the second strap

⚠ Always use a waterproof case with your

Dual Lock pads must be applied at room
temperature and all surfaces must be
clean, dry, and free of oil and lint. Use
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1: FACEPLATE OF THE BRACKET ON A WING

RIGGER WITH PADS FOR SMARTPHONE

before pulling both straps tight and closing
them.

with Dual Lock in section 1 to attach the
supplied pad to your position of choice.

⚠ Do not pull the straps overly tight,
especially on a carbon wing rigger. “Nach
fest kommt ab”.
Pro Tip: Leave the tip of the Velcro “open”
so that you can easily grab it when you
want to open the strap to remove the
mount.

You can order a spare set of Dual Lock with
pads for an additional smartphone or deck
mount
from
our
online
shop
at
https://www.rowinginmotion.com.

SMARTPHONE
Pro Tip: Ensure the bracket is orthogonal
to the centerline of the boat for optimum
measurement accuracy.

ON THE BRACKET
4. Mounting on the Deck
The mounting bracket can also be attached
to any straight surface such as the deck of
the boat. This is most useful behind the
stretcher of the stroke seat (see figure 3)
or in front of the cox. The underside of the
bracket has a single large Dual Lock pad
that hooks into the supplied counterpart
pad. Follow the instructions about working
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Lock forms a very strong bond with the
surface. Should you want to remove the
pads use a hairdryer to warm them
thoroughly, then slowly peel from one edge
to avoid damage to the surface.

Accessories

3: BRACKET MOUNTED ON THE DECK WITH

2: CORRECT ATTACHEMENT OF VELCRO STRAPS

⚠ The adhesive used on the supplied Dual

You can detach the Velcro straps from the
mounting bracket for deck mounting by
carefully threading them through the
destined slots in the bracket. Refer to figure
2 when reattaching them.

Care Instructions
The adapter is made from solid brushed
stainless steel and needs no maintenance
beyond reasonable cleaning. Even though
we use a high quality stainless steel, the
bracket may corrode when in contact with
salt water. You can clean the exposed steel
parts with a damp cloth.

Warranty
We provide a two year warranty from the
date of purchase for this product when
handled properly and accordingly to our
instructions. We guarantee this product to
be free of defects in materials and
workmanship and will repair or replace any
defective product or parts when notified
within the warranty period.
Should you require assistance with the
installation or operation of this product or
want to arrange a repair, please don’t
hesitate to get in touch with us at
support@rowinginmotion.com.
Made in Germany

